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Abstract
We determine all isomorphism classes of intervals of length 4 in the Bruhat order on the
Weyl groups A4; B4; D4 and F4: It turns out that there are 24 of them (some of which are dual
to each other). Work of Dyer allows us to conclude that these are the only intervals of length 4
that can occur in the Bruhat order on any Weyl group. We also determine the intervals that
arise already in the smaller classes of simply laced Weyl groups and symmetric groups.
Our method combines theoretical arguments and computer calculations. We also present an
independent, completely computerized, approach.
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1. Introduction
The Bruhat ordering of Coxeter groups appears in a wide variety of mathematical
contexts. As an example (perhaps the most prominent), suppose that G is a simply
connected semisimple algebraic group over an algebraically closed ﬁeld with Borel
subgroup B: Then the incidences between the closed Schubert cells in the Bruhat
decomposition of the ﬂag variety G=B are governed by the Bruhat order on the
corresponding Weyl group.
Answering a question of Bjo¨rner [1], Dyer [10] showed that (up to isomorphism)
only ﬁnitely many posets of each length n occur as intervals in the Bruhat order on
ﬁnite Coxeter groups. It is natural to ask which posets. Work of Bjo¨rner and Wachs
[6] yields as a byproduct the solution for n ¼ 2; 3:
In this paper we solve the classiﬁcation problem when n ¼ 4 for Weyl groups
(i.e. ﬁnite Coxeter groups whose Coxeter graphs contain only labels from f2; 3; 4; 6g)
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and for the smaller classes of simply laced Weyl groups (with labels from f2; 3g) and
symmetric groups.
Our strategy is as follows. Relying on the results in [10], we need only inspect a
small number (four) of particular Weyl groups. Using a computer, it is possible to
single out all occurring isomorphism types in these groups by brute force; we report
on such a search at the end of the paper. Most of the paper, however, is occupied by
another approach, which we now describe. To each interval a so-called crown index is
associated. Basically, it records some of the valencies in the Hasse diagram. Thus, it
is much easier to compute than the entire isomorphism type of the interval. Aided by
computer, we list all crown indices that occur in the four groups. Using the
interpretation of Bruhat intervals as regular cell decompositions of spheres given in
[2] and the bearing of the crown index on this decomposition, we determine which
isomorphism types occur within each crown index class.
Why not just be satisﬁed with the ﬁrst method and leave all work to the computer?
There are several reasons. First of all, there is always some uncertainty associated
with computer-based proofs. For instance, are there bugs? Although our methods
both rely on extensive computer calculations, they are independent of each other.
Their agreement vastly diminishes the probability of error. Another reason is that
the second method provides combinatorial insight. Structural statements such as
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, Proposition 3.5 and the proof of Theorem 3.6 explain some of
what is going on from a theoretical viewpoint. Also, crown indices may conceivably
be possible to generalize to larger Bruhat intervals.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. We begin with a brief
review of some important properties of the Bruhat order and the aforementioned
results of Bjo¨rner and Wachs and Dyer. Then, in Section 3, we perform the actual
classiﬁcation. The crown indices are deﬁned and calculated in the ﬁrst subsection. In
the second subsection, the connection between Bruhat intervals of length 4, their
interpretation as cell complexes and their crown index is stated to pave the way for
the main theorem in the third subsection. Finally, in Section 4, we present a brute
force computer calculation in agreement with the previous results.
2. Foundations
We will assume familiarity with basic Coxeter group theory. See e.g. Humphreys
[12] for anything not explained here. We will also use basic notions from
combinatorial topology regarding regular CW complexes and their face posets.
We refer the reader to Bjo¨rner [3] for details.
Throughout the paper, ðW ; SÞ will be a Coxeter system. Denote its set of
reﬂections by T and let c : W-N be the length function.
Deﬁnition 2.1. The Bruhat order on W ; denoted BrðWÞ; is the poset ðW ;pÞ; where
p is deﬁned by
wpw0 iff there exist reﬂections t1;y; tiAT such that w0 ¼ wt1t2yti and
cðwt1ytj1Þocðwt1ytjÞ for all jpi:
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Although not obvious from the deﬁnition, it is a fact that BrðWÞ is a ranked poset
with c as rank function. Important to us is that the operation of taking direct
products carries over from Coxeter groups to Bruhat order, i.e. BrðW 
W 0ÞDBrðWÞ  BrðW 0Þ: This reduces the interval classiﬁcation problem to one
concerning only irreducible groups. Another important property is that if W is ﬁnite,
then BrðWÞ is self-dual. See e.g. Bjo¨rner and Brenti [4, Chapter 2] for these and other
basic facts about Bruhat order.
The following theorem of Bjo¨rner will be vital to us. Earlier, a slightly weaker
version of it was shown by Bjo¨rner and Wachs [6]. Recall that a CW-complex is
regular if every attaching map can be extended to a homeomorphism on the entire
closed ball.
Theorem 2.2 (see Bjo¨rner [2]). Pick x; yAW with xoy: The open interval
ðx; yÞDBrðWÞ is (isomorphic to) the face poset of a regular CW-decomposition of
the ðcðyÞ  cðxÞ  2Þ-dimensional sphere.
From now on we use the term iB-interval instead of the phrase ‘‘interval of length i
which appears in the Bruhat order of some Coxeter group’’.
Corollary 2.3. (see Fig. 1). We have:
* Any 2B-interval is isomorphic to the poset with one maximal element, one minimal
element and two atoms.
* A 3B-interval is isomorphic to the face poset of a k-gon for some k ¼ 2; 3;y :
Proof. Clearly, the proper parts (the posets with maximal and minimal elements
removed) of the said posets are the only posets that are homeomorphic to S0 and S1;
respectively. &
Adopting the notation of Bjo¨rner and Brenti [4], we use the term k-crown for the
face poset of a k-gon. Arbitrarily large k-crowns can appear in Bruhat orders of
Coxeter groups (see e.g. [4, Section 2.7]). However, as we shall see, when we restrict
ourselves to the ﬁnite case, the situation is much simpler.
Fig. 1. The only 2B-interval (left) and the face poset of a k-gon, i.e. a k-crown (right).
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A subgroup W 0 of W is a reflection subgroup if it is generated by a subset of T :
Deodhar and Dyer independently proved that reﬂection subgroups are themselves
Coxeter groups:
Theorem 2.4 (Deodhar [8], Dyer [9]). Let W 0 be a reflection subgroup of W : Define
wðW 0Þ :¼ ftAT-W 0jcðt0tÞ4cðtÞ 8t0AT-W 0\ftgg: Then ðW 0; wðW 0ÞÞ is a Coxeter
system.
The following result of Dyer provides a strategy for classifying Bruhat intervals in
the ﬁnite case.
Theorem 2.5 (Dyer [10]). Suppose that W is finite. Pick x; yAW with xoy and
cðyÞ  cðxÞ ¼ n: Then there exists a reflection subgroup W 0 of W with jwðW 0Þjpn such
that the interval ½x; yDBrðWÞ is isomorphic to some interval in BrðW 0Þ:
Hence, all nB-intervals that appear in ﬁnite Coxeter groups can be found among
the ﬁnite Coxeter groups of rank pn: It is not a priori clear, though, that the nB-
intervals that appear in Weyl groups all can be found among the Weyl groups of
rank pn: That this fact and the corresponding statements for simply laced groups
and Young groups are true, follows from the next lemma. Here, we use the term
Young group to mean a direct product of symmetric groups. The reason for this
terminology is that such products are nothing but the parabolic subgroups of An
usually referred to as Young subgroups. In particular, irreducible Young groups are
symmetric groups.
Lemma 2.6. The classes of Weyl groups, simply laced Weyl groups and Young groups,
respectively, are closed under taking reflection subgroups.
Proof. It sufﬁces to check that if W is an irreducible group from one of the three
mentioned classes, then all reﬂection subgroups belong to this class. This is since the
reﬂections in a direct product of Coxeter groups is the union of the reﬂections in the
factors.
First suppose W is a Weyl group. By Theorem 2.4, it is sufﬁcient to check
that the angle between any pair of reﬂecting hyperplanes in the standard








g: Similarly, if W is a simply




g: With aid from,
e.g. the explicit list of root systems in [12, Section 2.10], the calculations are
straightforward.
Now suppose that W is irreducible of type A. Then W is (isomorphic to) the
symmetric group Sn (for some n), and its reﬂections are the transpositions. Let H be
a subset of the transpositions. Construct a graph GH on the vertex set ½n with fi; jg
an edge iff ði; jÞAH: Clearly, /HS is the direct product of the symmetric groups on
the vertex sets of each connected component in GH : Hence, /HS is a Young
group. &
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Jantzen [13] has shown that 2-, 3- and 4-crowns are the only 3B-intervals that
appear in Weyl groups. Except for dihedral groups, the only irreducible non-
crystallographic Coxeter group of rank p3 is H3: With aid from a table, e.g.
Goresky [11], of Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials one can check that if u; vABrðH3Þ
with cðuÞ ¼ cðvÞ  3; then the KL-polynomial Pu;vðxÞ is always one of 1; 1þ x and
1þ 2x: Hence, using the fact that if ½u; vDBrðWÞ is a k-crown, then Pu;vðxÞ is 1 if
k ¼ 2 and 1þ ðk  3Þx otherwise, we conclude that the only new crown appearing in
H3 is the 5-crown. Also, note that the product of three 1B-intervals, as well as the
product of a 2B- and a 1B-interval, is a 3-crown. Hence no other k-crowns dwell
among the reducible groups.
3. Classifying the intervals of length 4
3.1. Crown indices
Consider a 4B-interval I ¼ ½x; yDBrðWÞ: Let a and c be an atom and a coatom of
I ; respectively. The subintervals ½a; y and ½x; c are of length 3. Hence they form
crowns. Deﬁne crIðaÞ ¼ k if ½a; y is a k-crown, and deﬁne crIðcÞ similarly.
Deﬁnition 3.1. To a 4B-interval I ¼ ½x; yDBrðWÞ; we associate the crown index
crðIÞ: It is the ordered pair crðIÞ :¼ ðcrkðIÞ; crmðIÞÞ of the multisets
crkðIÞ :¼ fcrI ðaÞ j a is an atom of Ig and
crmðIÞ :¼ fcrI ðcÞ j c is a coatom of Ig:
Consider, for example, the Bruhat order BrðI2ð4ÞÞ of the dihedral group on 8
elements. It is of length 4 and its Hasse diagram is depicted in Fig. 2. Picture 1 of
Fig. 5 shows its cell complex representation. The crown index is crðBrðI2ð4ÞÞÞ ¼
ðf2; 2g; f2; 2gÞ: Hereafter, we will omit some commas and brackets and, e.g. write
crðBrðI2ð4ÞÞÞ ¼ ð22; 22Þ:
Obviously, if two 4B-intervals are isomorphic, then they have equal crown
indices. Hence, a natural way to approach the classiﬁcation problem is to
Fig. 2. The Hasse diagram of BrðI2ð4ÞÞ:
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compute all possible crown indices of 4B-intervals. Restricting ourselves
to Weyl groups, it sufﬁces to check all crown indices that appear in A4; B4; D4
and F4: This is since, except for G2 (which, like all dihedral groups, only admits
the crown index ð22; 22Þ), the irreducible groups of lower ranks are all
parabolic subgroups of these four groups. Furthermore, one only has to check the
‘‘lower halves’’ of their Bruhat orders, since they are self-dual and, obviously, if
crðIÞ ¼ ðA; BÞ and I% is dual to I ; then crðI%Þ ¼ ðB; AÞ: Thus, we need only
consider one of the intervals (the ‘‘lower’’ one) in each orbit under the duality
involution.
We have carried out the calculations in Maple 5 R3 with Stembridge’s Maple
package Coxeter v2.1 [14] using a program along the lines as shown in Fig. 3. The
results are shown in Table 1.
It is well-known, see e.g. [4, Exc. 5.10], that the Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomial of a
4B-interval I ¼ ½u; vDBrðWÞ is Pu;vðxÞ ¼ 1þ ðaðu; vÞ þ 12bðu; vÞ  4Þx; where aðu; vÞ
is the number of coatoms in I and bðu; vÞ is the number of 2-crowns in I : Hence, the
Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomial of I can easily be computed directly from the crown
index, see Table 1.
Remark. In particular, the computations leading to Table 1 again verify the fact that
only 2-, 3- and 4-crowns appear as 3B-intervals in Weyl groups.
Fig. 3. Program computing all crown indices of 4B-intervals in BrðWÞ: Note that we only scan the lower
half of the poset. The upper half is obtained by duality.
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3.2. Cell decompositions of the 2-sphere
Consider a 4B-interval I : Its lower intervals of length 3 are, as we have seen, the
face posets of k-gons. Hence, according to Theorem 2.1, I (or rather I with its
extremal elements removed; we will neglect this distinction) is the face poset of a
regular cell decomposition of S2 whose maximal cells are k-gons. From now on, we
will not distinguish between a 4B-interval and the regular CW complex it determines.
A lot of information about the cell structure of I is provided by crðIÞ: Its second
part determines the number of k-gons involved, for each k: The ﬁrst part determines
the valencies of the vertices in the graph (1-skeleton) of the complex. For example, if
crðIÞ ¼ ð2244; 3333Þ; then I is a decomposition of S2 into four 3-gons. Its 1-skeleton
contains four vertices, two of valency 2 and two of valency 4. Consequently, there
are 6 edges (1-cells). As will be seen, there is exactly one such decomposition, so that
the crown index actually characterizes an isomorphism class in this case.
Recall that a graph is 2-connected if it is connected and cannot be made
disconnected by deleting a vertex together with all its incident edges. Any embedding
of a planar loop-free 2-connected graph in the plane determines a unique cell
decomposition of S2; its 2-cells are the regions that the graph cuts out in the
Table 1
All crown indices appearing in A4; B4; D4 and F4; and the corresponding Kazhdan–Lusztig (K–L)
polynomials
# Crown index K–L A4 B4 D4 F4
1. ð22; 22Þ 1 - O - O
2. ð233; 233Þ 1 O O O O
3. ð334; 2233Þ 1þ x O O O O
4. ð2233; 334Þ 1 O O O O
5. ð2334; 2334Þ 1þ x - O - O
6. ð3333; 2244Þ 1þ x - O - O
7. ð2244; 3333Þ 1þ x - O - O
8. ð3333; 3333Þ 1 O O O O
9. ð33334; 33334Þ 1þ x O O O O
10. ð333333; 33444Þ 1þ x O O O O
11. ð33444; 333333Þ 1þ 2x O O O O
12. ð333344; 333344Þ 1þ 2x - O - O
13. ð334444; 3333334Þ 1þ 3x - O - O
14. ð3333334; 334444Þ 1þ 2x - O - O
15. ð3333444; 3333444Þ 1þ 3x - O O O
16. ð33333333; 444444Þ 1þ 2x - O O O
17. ð444444; 33333333Þ 1þ 4x - O O O
18. ð3344444; 33333344Þ 1þ 4x - - - O
19. ð33333344; 3344444Þ 1þ 3x - - - O
20. ð33334444; 33334444Þ 1þ 4x - - - O
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one-point compactiﬁcation of the plane. We include a proof of the following
straightforward lemma for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 3.2. The cell decomposition of S2 determined by an embedding of a planar
loop-free 2-connected graph in the plane is regular.
Proof. Let G be such a graph, and embed it in the plane. Since G is loop-free, the 1-
skeleton of the cell decomposition is regular. Suppose the cell decomposition is not
regular. Then there is an open 2-cell c whose boundary, the subgraph @c; is not
homeomorphic to S1: Hence, @c contains a vertex v of valency greater than 2. Take
an open disc D such that vertðGÞ-D ¼ fvg: Now D-c is disconnected. Since c is
arcwise connected, we can pick a closed simple loop gCc,fvg passing through v: By
the Jordan Curve Theorem, it cuts the plane into two regions. Both regions contain
part of G; i.e. deleting v makes G disconnected, contradicting 2-connectivity. &
Similarly, given a regular cell decomposition of S2; an embedding of its 1-skeleton
(which, by regularity, is loop-free and 2-connected) in the plane is constructed as
follows. Imagine that the 2-cells are transparent while the 1-skeleton is not. Put your
eye outside the sphere close to the interior of any 2-cell, look into the sphere and
draw what you see. Note that the 2-cell which corresponds to the unbounded region
in the plane (the one you put your eye next to) can be chosen at will. We will
repeatedly make use of this fact.
3.3. The classification
The following two lemmas substantially reduce the number of cell decompositions
of S2 that we need to consider.
Lemma 3.3. Let I be any 4B-interval. If crðIÞ contains only the numbers 3 and 4, then
the 1-skeleton of I has no multiple edges.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by contradiction, so assume that there are
multiple edges. Since crðIÞ does not contain 2, we can construct a planar embedding
of the 1-skeleton of I (in the way described above) such that no edge-pair closes
off a 2-gon. Pick vertices v1 and v2 which are endpoints of a pair of multiple edges e1
and e2:
Let C denote the (open) inner region bounded by e1 and e2; and let D be the outer
one. There is at least one edge going from each vi into C by 2-connectivity and the
fact that C contains at least one vertex. The same holds for D: Hence, since the
maximal valency is 4, exactly one edge goes from each vi into each of C and D: Call
these edges eCi and e
D
i ; respectively. Denote the other endpoint of e
D
i by wi; i ¼ 1; 2:
(Possibly, w1 ¼ w2:) The situation is depicted in Fig. 4.
Note that, since no additional edges emanate from v1 or v2; the path e
D
1 ; e1; e
D
2
forms part of the boundary of a 2-cell in I : The same is true for the path eD1 ; e2; e
D
2 :
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Since only 3-gons and 4-gons are allowed, at most one more edge is involved in each
boundary; exactly one if w1aw2; none otherwise.
If there is a single edge, f ; between w1 and w2; or if w1 ¼ w2; then the cycles
eD1 ; e1; e
D
2 ð; f Þ and eD1 ; e2; eD2 ð; f Þ both form the boundaries of 2-cells. Moreover, these
2-cells are the only ones that contain eD1 and e
D
2 (and f ). Thus, w1 and w2 are
contained in no more edges, so they have valency 2, a contradiction.
We conclude that there must be two edges, f1 and f2; between w1 and w2: Now, by
symmetry, the other endpoints of the eCi ; call them ui; must also be the endpoints of a
pair of multiple edges. Moreover, all paths between the ui and the wi pass through
some vi: Recycling our arguments with wi replacing vi; fi replacing ei and so on, we
produce an inﬁnite pathy; u1; v1; w1;y through distinct vertices, contradicting the
well-known fact that I is ﬁnite. &
Lemma 3.4. If I is a 4B-interval in a Weyl group and crðIÞ contains only the numbers 3
and 4, then any nonempty intersection of a pair of 2-cells in I either consists of a single
vertex or of an edge.
Proof. Suppose that F and G are two 2-cells in I whose intersection contains two
vertices u and v; but not an edge between them. Note that the dual interval I% also
contains 2-cells with this property. We have checked (see Case 20 in the proof of
Theorem 3.6 below) that no interval with crown index ð33334444; 33334444Þ has
such a pair of 2-cells. Hence, a glance at Table 1 shows that we may assume that I
has at most 7 vertices.
First, suppose that F and G are 4-gons. We divide the proof into several cases.
Case 1: There is no edge connecting u and v in F,G: When embedding the
1-skeleton of I in the plane, we can use one of F and G to close off the unbounded
region. Noting that I\ðF,GÞ contains at most one vertex, one easily sees that the
following picture
is the only way to avoid vertices of valency 2. (Here, the central 4-gon and the
unbounded region correspond to F and G:) However, computer calculations show
Fig. 4. Illustration for Lemma 3.3.
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that every 4B-interval in B4 and F4 with crown index ð333344; 333344Þ has the
property that the two vertices of valency 4 are connected by an edge. Thus, the above
picture does not represent such an interval. (Note that this crown index does not
occur in A4 or D4:)
Case 2: There is an edge e connecting u and v in F,G: The intersection F-G
contains only the isolated points u and v: Suppose that eDF : Using G as the
unbounded region, we obtain the partial picture
where e is the curved edge. Now, something should be added to the picture inside the
lower right 3-gon in order to increase the valency of the lower right vertex, but doing
so would cause the graph not to be 2-connected (deleting the lower right vertex
would make it disconnected).
Case 3: There is an edge e connecting u and v in F,G: The intersection F-G
contains an edge and an isolated point. Again, we assume that eDF and use G as the
unbounded cell, thereby obtaining the following partial picture
where, again, e is the curved edge. Clearly, adding at most two vertices and some
edges to the picture (in the complement of F,G), we cannot produce a simple graph
in which all valencies are 3 or 4.
These are all possible conﬁgurations of two 4-gons that do not require multiple
edges or vertices of valency 2, so we are done.
If F is a 3-gon and G is a 4-gon, then we may argue as above, the only rel-
evant case being Case 2. If, ﬁnally, F and G are 3-gons, then we are done by
Lemma 3.3. &
The preceding lemma will be of use to us only in the case when both F and G are
4-gons. We bothered to state the full version of it since, via a lemma of Bjo¨rner et al.
[5], it implies the following proposition, which we feel is interesting in its own right.
Proposition 3.5. A 4B-interval in a Weyl group is a lattice iff it contains no 2-crown.
Proof. Let I ¼ ½u; v be a 4B-interval in a Weyl group whose crown index does not
contain 2. By [5, Lemma 2.1], a bounded poset of ﬁnite rank is a lattice iff the
following property holds: if x and y have a common cover, then the meet x4y exists.
Now, if x; yAI have v as common cover, then their meet exists by Lemma 3.4. If
they have some other common cover, z; then their meet exists since ½u; z is a
lattice. &
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Combining combinatorial arguments and computer calculations, we now
verify the promised classiﬁcation. Below, the numbering of graphs refers to
Fig. 5.
Theorem 3.6. The 4B-intervals that occur in Weyl groups are those depicted in Fig. 5.
Those that occur already in simply laced Weyl groups are 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15a, 16
and 17. Those that occur in symmetric groups are 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10 and 11.
Proof. To begin with, we check the intervals that a priori do not necessarily occur in
irreducible groups of rank p4: The product of a 2/3/4-crown and a 1B-interval is
isomorphic to 2, 8 and 9, respectively, whereas the product of two 2B-intervals is
isomorphic to 8. Hence, all 4B-intervals not isomorphic to 2,8 or 9 must occur in
irreducible groups of rank p4: As mentioned before, all 4B-intervals in groups of
ranko4 also appear in groups of rank 4. It remains to check the 4B-intervals in A4;
B4; D4 and F4:
Fig. 5. All 4B-intervals that appear in Weyl groups. (The pictures should be viewed as the cell
decompositions of S2 that they determine.)
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For each crown index in Table 1, we classify the 4B-intervals that give rise to it.
We omit the cases 4, 7, 11, 14, 17 and 19, since they are obtained by duality from 3, 6,
10, 13, 16 and 18, respectively.
1. crðIÞ ¼ ð22; 22Þ: Clearly, 1 is the only decomposition of S2 into two 2-gons.
2. crðIÞ ¼ ð233; 233Þ: Choosing a 3-cycle to close off the unbounded region,
2 is the only possible way to embed in the plane a graph with the prescribed
valencies.
3. crðIÞ ¼ ð334; 2233Þ: Again, choosing a 3-cycle to close off the unbounded
region, the only possible loop-free graph is 3.
5. crðIÞ ¼ ð2334; 2334Þ: Pick a 4-cycle v1; v2; v3; v4; v1 to close off the unbounded
region. There is one vertex, say v1; with valency 4. The two remaining edges
emanating from it end at different vertices (otherwise we would have another valency
4 vertex). If these were v2 and v4; the crown index would be ð2334; 2244Þ: Hence, v3
has valency 3, making 5 the only possible picture.
6. crðIÞ ¼ ð3333; 2244Þ: Let a 4-cycle close off the unbounded region. Each vertex
is contained in one more edge. No diagonal edges can occur; this would force edges
to cross. Hence, 6 is the remaining possibility.
In the remaining cases, we will implicitly use that there can be no multiple edges as
ensured by Lemma 3.3.
8. crðIÞ ¼ ð3333; 3333Þ: The underlying graph must be the complete graph K4: The
only way to embed it in the plane is 8.
9. crðIÞ ¼ ð33334; 33334Þ: Choose a 4-cycle to close off the unbounded region. No
diagonal edges in the 4-cycle are possible since they would force the ‘‘isolated’’ vertex
to have valency 2. Hence the remaining four edges must all have one endpoint in the
middle vertex. The result is 9.
10. crðIÞ ¼ ð333333; 33444Þ: Close off the unbounded region with a 4-cycle. Since
all vertices have valency 3 and there are 5 remaining edges, the middle vertices must
be connected by an edge. The remaining two edges from each middle vertex must end
in adjacent edges on the outer 4-cycle; otherwise a vertex in the outer 4-cycle would
be forced to have valency 2. The only possibility left is 10.
12. crðIÞ ¼ ð333344; 333344Þ: Pick a 4-cycle to close off the unbounded
region. There is one other 4-gon and two more vertices. Hence, the intersection
of the two 4-gons must be an edge, by Lemma 3.4. Now, 12 is the only
possibility.
13. crðIÞ ¼ ð334444; 3333334Þ: As usual, let the unbounded region be a 4-gon.
Vertices of valency 4 on the outer 4-cycle necessarily have edges to both inner
vertices. Therefore, two vertices that are adjacent on the outer 4-cycle cannot both
have valency 4; this would mean that one of the inner vertices must have valency 2 or
(if the inner vertices are connected by an edge) that one of the remaining vertices on
the outer 4-cycle must have valency 2. Hence, the four vertices of valency 4 are two
diagonal vertices on the outer 4-cycle and both inner vertices, forcing the situation to
be as in 13.
15. crðIÞ ¼ ð3333444; 3333444Þ: There are seven vertices, so each pair of 4-gons
has nonempty intersection. By Lemma 3.4, either each such pair intersects in an
edge, or there is a pair of 4-gons that intersect in a single vertex.
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First suppose that every 4-gon pair intersects in an edge. Let the unbounded
region be a 4-gon. Then the two edges that intersect the other 4-gons are either
disjoint or not. The former case implies this appearance:
In the latter case, we have the following partial picture
The only way to ﬁll in three more edges without destroying one of the 4-gons or
getting forbidden valencies is 15a.
Now suppose that there is a pair of 4-gons intersecting in a single vertex. Using
one of them as the unbounded region, we get the partial picture
The two vertices u and v that are not adjacent to the bottom left vertex in this picture
are either joined by an edge or not. In the latter case, they are both forced to have
valency 3 (to avoid 2-valencies), making this
the only possibility. In the former case, exactly one of u and v has valency 4, not both
(again, this would force 2-valencies). We may assume that it is v; otherwise we just
interchange the roles of the two 4-gons. Now, 15b is the only possible picture.
Thus, we have obtained four different candidates for 4B-intervals with the given
crown index. Note that each one is self-dual. Computer calculations in B4; D4 and F4
show that the induced subgraph on the four vertices of valency 3 is always either
connected or of the following form:
which implies that 15a and 15b are precisely the occurring intervals. Moreover, 15b
(the one corresponding to the graph just depicted) only occurs in the nonsimply laced
group F4; whereas 15a appears in all three groups.
16. crðIÞ ¼ ð33333333; 444444Þ: Consider the intersection of two 4-gons. If it
contained an isolated vertex, then this vertex would have had valency greater than 3.
Hence, by Lemma 3.4 it either consists of one edge or is empty. We conclude that
each 4-gon intersects four of the others, one in each edge. The interval must be
isomorphic to the hollow cube, picture 16.
18. crðIÞ ¼ ð3344444; 33333344Þ: Since there are only seven vertices, the two
4-gons have nonempty intersection. By Lemma 3.4 this intersection is either a vertex
or an edge. First suppose it is a vertex, v: There are no other edges emanating from v;
and all other 2-cells are 3-gons. Hence, the four neighbors of v must form two pairs,
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each connected by an edge. Picking one of the 4-gons as the unbounded cell, we have
the partial picture
It is easily seen that 18a is the only way to complete this partial picture with three
more edges which is consistent with the crown index.
Now suppose that the 4-gons intersect in an edge whose vertices we call u and v:
Let w be the vertex which is not contained in any of the 4-gons. Note that any edge
containing u or v must either be contained in one of the 4-gons, or it must contain w;
otherwise a vertex on one of the 4-gons would be ‘‘isolated’’ and forced to have
valency 2. We claim that w cannot be adjacent to u or v; so that both u and v must
have valency 3.
To prove the claim, suppose, for contradiction, that u and w are joined by an edge.
Since w is not contained in a 4-gon, the subcomplex starðwÞ must be the barycentric
subdivision of either a 3-gon or a 4-gon. Moreover, for valency reasons, all
neighbors of u except v are also neighbors of w; hence belong to starðwÞ: The valency
of w determines which of the following two partial pictures we get:
(In the right-hand picture we have made the choice to use as the unbounded cell the
4-gon which only contains two of w’s neighbors. In the left-hand picture, the
situation is symmetric.) Clearly, neither of the pictures can be completed to one
consistent with the crown index. We have a contradiction as desired.
Since u and v are the only vertices of valency 3, w has valency 4. Hence, starðwÞ
(which contains all vertices except u and v) is the barycentric subdivision of a 4-gon.
We have arrived at picture 18b.
Computer calculations in F4 show that there are intervals with this crown index
both with and without the property that the vertices of valency 3 are connected by an
edge. Hence, both 18a and 18b appear in F4:
20. crðIÞ ¼ ð33334444; 33334444Þ: There are an abundance of cell decompositions
of S2 that are consistent with this crown index. However, only eight intervals with
this crown index appear in F4 (and we need only check the ‘‘bottom four’’; the others
are obtained by duality). By actually computing the Hasse diagrams of these four, we
found that the only occurring isomorphism classes are 20a and 20b (note that they
are self-dual). &
As [7, Conjecture 7.14], Brenti conjectures that no symmetric group contains a 5B-
interval isomorphic to the 4-cube. Now, Theorem 3.6 shows that the following
stronger statement holds:
Corollary 3.7. No 4B-interval in any symmetric group is isomorphic to the 3-cube.
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4. A completely computerized approach
Version 2.2 (the latest at the time of this writing) of Stembridge’s Maple package
posets [16] includes fast algorithms for isomorphism testing of posets. Using it, it is
possible to go through every 4B-interval in BrðWÞ for WAfA4; B4; D4; F4g and
check whether or not it is isomorphic to one of the previous intervals.
UsingMaple 7 withCoxeter v2.3 [15] and posets v2.2, we executed the program sketched
in Fig. 6 on a regular PC with 1 GHz CPU frequency. After a few days of running time,
we obtained the following output. The program found 7, 10, 17 and 24 different intervals in
A4; D4; B4 and F4; respectively, in complete agreement with Theorem 3.6.
Although beyond the scope of this article, we note that it could well be possible to
perform an exhaustive search along the lines just described also for 5B-intervals. In
this case, the relevant groups of rank 5 are A5; B5 and D5: One would also have to
check F4; since it is not contained in the others as a parabolic subgroup.
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Fig. 6. Sketch of the program used to compute all 4B-intervals in A4; B4; D4 and F4: As usual, we only go
through the lower half of each Bruhat order, obtaining the upper by duality.
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